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MISUMI Introduces 2011 Metric Components
Catalog

MISUMI USA [1], Inc., a subsidiary of MISUMI Corporation, part of MISUMI Group, Inc.
[2], announced today it will immediately begin accepting online orders for the latest
edition of its metric catalog. The 2011 MISUMI Metric Catalog of mechanical
components for machine building and assembly automation features:

Over 690 new pages,
More than 1,600 new products,
12 new and expanded product sections, and
Over 10,000 products added to local stock for faster shipping and delivery.
A sampling of new products in the 2011 Metric Catalog includes: Reverse Parallel
Motor (Motor Wrap) now available on the LX Series of Linear Actuators, Air Control
Linear Guide Module, NAAMS Style Locating Pins and Holders, Flanged Bullet Nose
Pins, On-Off Switchable Magnet Blocks with Three-Sided Attraction, Adjustable
Height Floor Stoppers, five new styles of Factory Frame Joints, Gates PowerGrip GT
Series of Timing Pulleys and Belts, and five new styles of Miniature Conveyors,
including Built-in Drive types.
In addition to offering the convenience of being able to configure unique
components and have them manufactured in 3 to 6 days, MISUMI has added 10,000
of the most popular configurations to its local stock. The in-stock components are
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available for Same-Day Shipment, which means lead time will be shorter than ever
before.
For complete technical information, product types and specifications, a detailed
selection guide, pricing and ordering information on MISUMI components, please
visit our e-Catalog at us.misumi-ec.com [3]. Or, to order a print edition of the
MISUMI 2011 Metric Catalog, please contact your MISUMI Account Manager or
Customer Service at 800-681-7402. Online orders accepted at: us.misumiec.com/contents/catalog/ [4]
___
About MISUMI USA [1], Inc.
Located in Schaumburg, Illinois, MISUMI USA, Inc. was established in 1988 as a
Subsidiary of MISUMI Corporation, a part of the MISUMI Group [5]. MISUMI USA, Inc.
is a leading supplier of fixed and configurable components such as leader pins,
single-axis actuators, linear shafts, slotted keys, aluminum extrusions, parting locks,
linear guides, XY stages and other components for factory automation, plastic mold
and press die industries. For a complete list of available components, please visit
us.misumi-ec.com [3].
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